Jitter correction: a computer algorithm for reduction of the velocity recovery function artifact.
The measurement of neuromuscular jitter in single fiber electromyography may be artifactually raised by a component of interdischarge interval (IDI)-dependent jitter caused by the velocity recovery function (VRF) in muscle fibers. We have developed a computer algorithm for on-line mathematical correction for this artifact, thus improving the reliability of neuromuscular jitter estimates. The method, based on a modeling technique, was validated using intramuscular stimulation in order to either exclude an IDI-dependent component (using regular stimulation) or to include an IDI-dependent component (using pseudorandom stimulation). In 10 normal subjects the distribution of 106 corrected jitter values obtained using voluntary activity showed no difference from the measured values. This finding implies that previously published values for normal jitter are not likely to have been influenced by the VRF effect.